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XENON1T Overview
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•  1st ton-scale experiment 
for direct DM detection. 

•  3.2t of LXe, 2t in TPC. 
•  20x larger than Xe100. 
•  Constructed @LNGS. 
•  Commissioning since  

summer. 
•  Data taking has started. 
•  Expected sensitivity 

1.6E-47 cm2                       
at mWIMP = 50 GeV          
for 2 ton years exposure.  

XENON1T	

H. Simgen - MPIK: "XENON1T", TPC 2016 / Paris 

xenon1t.org

Water tank and 
Cherenkov muon veto

Cryostat and support
structure for TPC

Cryogenics and 
purification

Data acquisition and 
slow control

Xenon storage, 
handling and
Kr removal via 
cryogenic 
distillation

Time projection
chamber

Cryogenics pipe
(cables, xenon)

XENON collaboration, arXiv:1708.07051



The XENON 
collaboration

144 scientists 


25 institutions


10 countries
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XENON publications since last SC meeting
1. First Dark Matter Search Results from the XENON1T Experiment (accepted in PRL)  

2. The XENON1T Dark Matter Experiment (submitted to EPJC, arXiv:1708.07051) 

3. Material radio-assay and selection for the XENON1T dark matter experiment (submitted to EPJC, 
1705.01828) 

4. Intrinsic backgrounds from Rn and Kr in the XENON100 experiment (submitted to EPJC, arXiv:1708.03617) 


5. Online 222Rn removal by cryogenic distillation in the XENON100 experiment (published in EPJ C (2017) 77:358)


6. Search for Bosonic Super-WIMP Interactions with the XENON100 Experiment (submitted to PRD, arXiv:1709.02222)


7. Search for magnetic inelastic dark matter with XENON100 (accepted in JCAP, arXiv:1704.05804) 


8. Effective field theory search for high-energy nuclear recoils using the XENON100 dark matter detector (published in 
PRD 96, 042004, 2017)


9. Search for WIMP Inelastic Scattering off Xenon Nuclei with XENON100 (published in PRD 96, 022008, 2017) 


10. Search for Electronic Recoil Event Rate Modulation with 4 Years of XENON100 Data (published in PRL 118, 101101, 
2017) 
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Data taking in 2017

• Detector running smoothly


• DAQ efficiency: ~ 99%  

• Accumulated live days: SR0 (34.2 d), SR1 (~159 d of blinded dark matter data)

SR0 SR1
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Data overview: science and calibration

220-Rn
9%

83m-Kr
9%

AmBe
7%

n-generator
1% PMT calib

2%

Science data
72% 6



Slow control parameters: temperature of LXe

7Rn distillation, Rn level reduced by ~20%

T ~ -96 C



Slow control parameters: pressure in the TPC

8Rn distillation, Rn level reduced by ~20%

P ~ 1.94 bar



PMT calibration stability

• Monitored: gains, dark count rates, after-pulse rates
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Light yield and electron lifetime evolution

• From regular calibrations with a 83mKr source: S2(t) = S2(t0)e
(�t/⌧e)
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td,TPC = 673µs

Light yield versus time, using
the 9.4 keV and 32.2 keV transitions
of the 83mKr source



Energy response

• Ly = (8.02±0.06) pe/keV at 41.5 keV 


• Qy = (198.3±2.3) pe/keV at 41.5 keV

E = (nph + ne) ·W =

✓
S1

g1
+

S2

g2

◆
·W

• Excellent linearity with electronic recoil 
energy from 40 keV to 2.2 MeV


• g1 = photon gains


• g2 = electron gain


• W-value = 13.7 eV
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right above the cathode. The minimum is below the outer-
most ring of top PMTs. A small dependence on the azimuth-
angle f is taken into account in the correction function used
by the peak processor.

Charge Signal The measurement of the charge signal is
also affected by solid-angle and other detector-related ef-
fects. The proportional scintillation signal S2 is generated
in a well-defined plane between the liquid-gas interface and
the anode electrode, about 7.5 cm below the PMTs of the
top array. About half of the light is thus observed by a few
top PMTs just above the S2 production region, while the
other half is rather uniformly distributed over the bottom
PMT array. In order to reconstruct the number of electrons
producing the signal, S2 correction maps are required, see
figure 22. These were derived from the combined S2 sig-
nal (41.5 keV) from 83mKr since the short time separation
between the two S2 peaks (half-life T1/2 = 154 ns of the in-
termediate state [60]) makes it challenging to separate the
two contributions and reduces the size of the data sample.
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Fig. 22 Relative S2-correction maps compensating the non-uniform
charge response of the top and bottom PMT arrays. The response of
the top array is more affected by local non-uniformities such as non-
operational PMTs. The response of the bottom array is significantly
more uniform.

The response of the top array shows local variations at the
(10-15) % level, which are mainly caused by non-functional
PMTs. A slight increase of S2 signal is visible towards the
center, which is due to the sagging of the anode electrode.
At the location of lowest S2 response (X = �20, Y = 40),
two neighbouring PMTs are non-functioning.

The S2 response of the bottom PMT array is much more
homogeneous. It can be mainly explained by solid-angle
coverage and does not show significant local variations. The
size of the S2 correction is thus less affected by the uncer-
tainty in the reconstructed event position and leads, for ex-
ample, to a slightly better energy resolution. For this reason,
only the S2 signal from the bottom array, S2b, was used as
an energy estimator for the analysis of science run 0 [20].

Light and Charge Yield The parameters describing the de-
tector’s efficiency to detect light and charge signals are
the primary scintillation gain g1 = cS1/ng and the secondary
scintillation gain g2b = cS2b/ne, where the observables cS1
and cS2b are corrected for position-dependent effects. Al-
most all electronic recoil energy E is used for the production
of photons (g) and electrons (e),

E = (ng +ne)⇥W =

✓
cS1
g1

+
cS2b

g2b

◆
⇥W , (2)

where W = 13.7 eV is the average energy required to pro-
duce one electron-ion pair or to excite one Xe atom [79]. The
two observables are anti-correlated, which can be exploited
to improve the energy resolution for ER signals. Figure 23
shows the determination of g1 and g2b using several mono-
energetic peaks, which fall on a straight line once the ob-
servables are normalized to the peak energy. Re-arranging
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Fig. 23 The scintillation (cS1) and ionization signals (cS2) for vari-
ous mono-energetic peaks, corrected for position dependent effects and
normalized to the line energy, show the expected anti-correlated behav-
ior. The fit to the data allows the extraction of the primary (in PE/g) and
secondary scintillation gain (in PE/e�). The signal at 2.2 MeV is due
to de-excitation g rays from neutron capture on hydrogen (1H(n,g)2H).
It is not used for the fit, but demonstrates that the detector response is
well known over a large energy range.

at 125 V/cm drift field
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• g1 = (0.144 ± 0.007) pe/photon 


• g2 = (11.5 ± 0.8) pe/electron



Energy resolution
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• One of the best energy resolutions among all liquid xenon TPCs


• Covers large energy range

Relative energy resolution (σ(E)/E) versus energy Energy spectrum of electronic recoils 



Background predictions
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Counts/(ROI�ton�yr)!
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Fig. 4: Electronic recoil (top) and nuclear re-
coil (bottom) background contributions from

materials (red) and from intrinsic and external
sources (blue). The number of events per year
in a 1�ton fiducial target is shown in the elec-
tron equivalent (1, 12) keVee region of interest

for electronic recoil events, corresponding to a
nuclear recoil energy interval of (4, 50) keVnr.

40%, the total expected NR background in862

XENON1T for a 1 ton ⇥ 2 year exposure is863

expected to be <1 event in the (4,50) keVnr864

energy range. This corresponds to a best sen-865

sitivity to the spin-independent WIMP-nucleon866

cross section of �SI <1.6·10�47 cm2 at a WIMP867

mass of m�= 50 GeV/c 2 [11].868

In the planned upgrade of XENON1T to869

XENONnT, the LXe target mass will increase870

to a total of 6 tons. This will require a871

⇠40% increase in the linear dimensions of the872

TPC and nearly double the number of PMTs.873

The larger detector will improve the sensitiv-874

ity by another order of magnitude, reaching875

�SI <1.6·10�48 cm2 at m�= 50 GeV/c 2 [11],876

assuming a negligible contribution from mate-877

rials and a total exposure of 20 ton·years.878

Most of the existing sub-systems for 879

XENON1T were designed to be reused for 880

XENONnT, however the upgrade requires the 881

construction of a new TPC and inner cryostat. 882

As material-induced ER backgrounds are ex- 883

pected to be even lower than in XENON1T, 884

the screening e↵ort and material selection is 885

focused on reducing the nuclear recoil back- 886

ground. This is being addressed particularly 887

through continued e↵orts to identify low- 888

activity stainless steel and by pursuing viable 889

alternatives to PTFE, where possible. 890
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Electronic recoils in 1 t fiducial, 
energy region: 1-12 keVee

Nuclear recoils in 1 t fiducial, 
energy region: 4-50 keVnr

Intrinsic and neutrinos + materials*

XENON collaboration: JCAP 1604 (2016) no.04, 027, and

arXiv: 1705.01828 , submitted to EPJC.

13*based on screening with HPGe detectors (Gator, GeMPI etc) and ICP-MS



Backgrounds: prediction versus data

• Prediction for ER rate: ~0.2 events/(keV t d) below 10 keV; NR: subdominant


• Background reduced to ~ the predicted level

• natKr concentration 
in LXe 


• reduced from: 


~1 ppb to 0.36 ppt
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Preliminary



SR0 results
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Calibrations: ER and NR bands

• Electronic recoils 

• 220Rn (T1/2 = 65 s), emanated by 

228Th source, directly into LXe


• 212Pb (T1/2 = 10.6 h) buildup, decays 
to 212Bi => low-energy ER events


• Nuclear recoil 

• external AmBe source


• upgraded to D-D fusion n-generator


• time required to calibrate: weeks -> 
days

Elena Aprile (Columbia)   XENON1T: First Results @ Patras Axion-WIMP 2017 

Fitting Models to Calibration

• Full modeling of LXe and detector 
response in cS2b vs cS1 space 

• All parameters fitted with no 
significant deviation from priors
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Data selection

• Signal region blinded until selection fixed


• Single-scatter, event quality, peak quality, 
fiducial volume 

Elena Aprile (Columbia)   XENON1T: First Results @ Patras Axion-WIMP 2017 

Efficiencies 
• Detection efficiency 

dominated by 3-fold 
coincidence requirement 
• Estimated via novel 

waveform simulation 
including systematic 
uncertainties 

• Selection efficiencies 
estimated from control 
samples or simulation 

• Search region defined 
within 3-70 PE in cS1 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
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Data Selection

Note: Signal region blinded until selection fixed!
• Single-scatter

• Only one S2 (>200 pe) per event
• General event quality

• Event can’t directly follow a high energy event Æ single e- tails
• Reject noise (uncorrelated signals) before main S2

• Peak Quality
• Drift time and width of S2 signal must be consistent
• S1 and S2 hit patterns must be consistent with reconstructed position
• Ratio of light seen by top/bottom array consistent with event in liquid

• Fiducial Volume Æ Cylindrical, 1 ton

• j

Cut Events Remaining
All events (cS1 < 200 PE) 128144

Data quality, selection 48955

Fiducial volume 180

S1 Range (3 < cS1 < 70 PE) 63

(1042 ± 12) kg

Selection criterium Events remaining
All events (cS1<200 PE) 128144
Data quality, selection 48955

Fiducial volume 180
S1 range   (3-70) PE 63

50 GeV/c2

17

NR efficiency cS1 ∈ [3, 70] PE 

cS2b ∈ [50, 8000] PE 



Total background 

Elena Aprile (Columbia)   XENON1T: First Results @ Patras Axion-WIMP 2017 

Background model
• ER and NR spectral shapes 

derived from models fitted to 
calibration data 

• Other background expectations 
are data-driven, derived from 
control samples

ER

n
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Background & Signal Rates Total Reference
Electronic recoils (ER) 62 ± 8 0.26 (+0.11)(-0.07)

Radiogenic neutrons (n) 0.05 ± 0.01 0.02
CNNS (") 0.02 0.01

Accidental coincidences (acc) 0.22 ± 0.01 0.06
Wall leakage (wall) 0.52 ± 0.32 0.01
Anomalous (anom) 0.09 (+0.12)(-0.06) 0.01 ± 0.01
Total background 63 ± 8 0.36 (+0.11)(-0.07)

50 GeV/c2, 10-46 cm2 WIMP (NR) 1.66 ± 0.01 0.82 ± 0.06

• ER rate is dominated by radon (emanation from detector materials)


• Target concentration of 10 µBq/kg reached


• Further reduction by Rn distillation (see EPJ C (2017) 77:358, arXiv:1702.06942)

(1.93± 0.25)⇥ 10�4 events/(kg ⇥ d⇥ keV) 18

4

TABLE I: Expected number of events for each background
component in the fiducial mass; in the full cS1 2 [3, 70] PE,
cS2b 2 [50, 8000] PE search region and in a reference region
between the NR median and �2� quantile in cS2b. Uncertain-
ties <0.005 events are omitted. The ER rate is unconstrained
in the likelihood; for illustration, we list the best-fit values to
the data in parentheses.

Full Reference

Electronic recoils (ER) (62 ± 8) (0.26+0.11
�0.07)

Radiogenic neutrons (n) 0.05 ± 0.01 0.02

CNNS (⌫) 0.02 0.01

Accidental coincidences (acc) 0.22 ± 0.01 0.06

Wall leakage (wall) 0.5 ± 0.3 0.01

Anomalous (anom) 0.10+0.10
�0.07 0.01 ± 0.01

Total background 63 ± 8 0.36+0.11
�0.07

50 GeV/c2, 10�46cm2 WIMP 1.66 ± 0.01 0.82 ± 0.06

pass these selections with >82% probability, as deter-
mined using simulated events or control samples derived
from calibration, and shown in green in Fig. 1.

The dark matter search uses a cylindrical (1042±12) kg
fiducial mass, which was defined before unblinding using
the reconstructed spatial distribution of ERs in the dark
matter search data and the energy distribution of ERs
from 220Rn. We restrict the search to cS1 2 [3, 70] PE
and cS2b 2 [50, 8000] PE, which causes little additional
loss of WIMP signals, as shown in black in Fig. 1.

Table I lists the six sources of background we consider
inside the fiducial mass and inside the search region. For
illustration, we also list the expected rate in a reference
region between the NR median and �2� quantile in cS2b

(i.e., between the red lines in Fig. 2c), for which Fig. 3
shows the background model projected onto cS1. This
reference region would contain about half of the WIMP
candidate events, while excluding 99.6% of the ER back-
ground. The WIMP search likelihood analysis uses the
full search region. Below we describe each background
component in more detail: all event rates are understood
to be inside the fiducial mass and the full search region.

First, our background model includes ERs, primarily
from � decays of 85Kr and the intrinsic 222Rn-progeny
214Pb, which cause a flat energy spectrum in the en-
ergy range of interest [9]. The ER background model
is based on a simulation of the detector response. We
use a model similar to [21] to convert the energy depo-
sition from ERs into scintillation photons and ionization
electrons, which we fit to 220Rn calibration data in (cS1,
cS2b) space (Fig. 2a).

The best-fit photon yield and recombination fluctua-
tions are comparable to those of [21]. The model ac-
counts for uncertainties of g1, g2, spatial variations of
the S1 and S2 light-collection e�ciencies, the electron-
extraction e�ciency, reconstruction and event-selection

e�ciency, and time dependence of the electron lifetime.
The rate of ERs is not constrained in the likelihood analy-
sis, even though we have independent concentration mea-
surements for 214Pb and 85Kr, since the most stringent
constraint comes from the search data itself.

Second and third, our background model includes
two sources of NRs: radiogenic neutrons contribute
(0.05±0.01) events, and coherent neutrino-nucleus scat-
tering (CNNS) ⇠0.02 events. Cosmogenically produced
neutrons are estimated to contribute O(10�3) events even
without muon-veto tagging. The NR background model
is built from a detector response simulation that shares
the same detector parameters and associated systematic
uncertainties as the ER background model above. The
main di↵erence is the energy-conversion model, where we
use the model and parametrization from NEST [22]. We
obtain the XENON1T response to NRs by fitting the
241AmBe calibration data (Fig. 2b) with the light and
charge yields from [22] as priors. Our NR response model
is therefore constrained by the global fit of external data.
It is also used to predict the WIMP signal models in (cS1,
cS2b) space. The S1 detection e�ciency, which is respon-
sible for our low-energy threshold, is consistent with its
prior (0.7�).

Fourth, accidental coincidences of uncorrelated S1s
and S2s are expected to contribute (0.22 ± 0.01) back-
ground events. We estimated their rate and (cS1, cS2b)
distribution using isolated S1 and S2 signals, which are
observed to be at (0.78 ± 0.01) Hz and (3.23 ± 0.03)
mHz, respectively, before applying S2-selections. The ef-
fect of our event selection on the accidental coincidence
rate is included, similar to [23]. Isolated S1s may arise
from interactions in regions of the detector with poor
charge collection, such as below the cathode, suppressing
an associated cS2 signal. Isolated S2s might arise from
photoionization at the electrodes, regions with poor light
collection, or from delayed extraction [24]. Most acciden-
tal events are expected at low cS1 and at lower cS2b than
typical NRs.

Fifth, inward-reconstructed events from near the
TPC’s PTFE wall are expected to contribute (0.5± 0.3)
events, with the rate and (cS1, cS2b) spectrum extrapo-
lated from events outside the fiducial mass. Most of these
events would appear at unusually low cS2b due to charge
losses near the wall. The inward reconstruction is due
to limited position reconstruction resolution, especially
limited for small S2s, near the 5 (out of 36) top PMTs in
the outermost ring that are unavailable in this analysis.

Sixth and last, we add a small uniform background in
the (cS1, log cS2b) space for ER events with an anoma-
lous cS2b. Such anomalous leakage beyond accidental co-
incidences has been observed in XENON100 [23], and one
such event is seen in the 220Rn calibration data (Fig. 2a).
If these were not 220Rn-induced events, their rate would
scale with exposure and we would see numerous such
events in the WIMP search data. We do not observe

Observed ER rate:



Dark matter search results

• No post-unblinding changes to event selection


• Unbinned profile likelihood analysis, data consistent with background-only 
hypothesis


• ER/NR shape largely determined from calibration fits

Elena Aprile (Columbia)   XENON1T: First Results @ Patras Axion-WIMP 2017 

Dark Matter Search

• Extended unbinned profile likelihood analysis 
• Most significant ER & NR shape parameters included from cal. fits 
• Normalization uncertainties for all components 
• Safeguard to protect against spurious mis-modeling of background
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SR1 analysis: in progress
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SR0 SR1

• Several improvements with respect to SR0 analysis


• Expect new results early next year



The XENONnT Experiment

• A rapid upgrade to XENON1T, with: 8 t total LXe mass, 6 t active (x3 compared to 1T)


• Most sub-systems can handle a larger detector with up to 10 t of LXe:

• Water tank + muon veto


• Outer cryostat and support structure


• Cryogenics and purification system


• LXe storage system


• Cables installed for XENONnT as well


• New inner cryostat, new TPC, 476 PMTs


• Neutron veto, Rn removal tower, additional 
LXe storage system
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Patrick Decowski - Nikhef/UvA

XENON1T
1.1m

XENON1T
1.4m

XENONnT

Double amount of LXe (~7 tons), ~double # PMTs
Design XENON1T with as much reuse as possible
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• PMTs ordered & under tests;  TPC materials ordered, first batches under 

screening & outgassing measurements



XENON1T and XENONnT science reach

• XENON1T: 1.6 x 10-47 cm2 with an exposure of 2 tonnes x year


• XENONnT: to start in mid 2019, aiming for 20 tonnes x year exposure
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Figure 2: A comparison, as function of calendar year, of the projected sensitivity to spin-
independent WIMP-nucleon interactions for a 50GeV/c2 WIMP for XENON1T (1 ton fiducial
mass), XENONnT (4 ton fiducial mass), and LZ (5.6 ton fiducial mass). Curves in this plot have
been calculated using the o�cial values that each experiment has estimated for WIMP energy
range, NR acceptance, ER rejection and background. See text for comments on the comparison
of the various curves.

XENON1T XENONnT LZ

Fiducial Volume [tons] 1 4 5.6
Livetime Fraction 80% 80% 80%
WIMP Energy

4-50 4-50 6-30
Range [keVnr]
NR Acceptance 40% 40% 50%
ER Rejection 99.75% 99.75% 99.5%
Bkg rate [evt/year] 2.08 1.15 2.35

Table 1: Assumptions for the projected sensitivity to spin-independent interaction shown in
Figure 2. The background rate is defined as the rate of NR and ER falling into the defined
WIMP search box, after having accounted for acceptance and rejection, respectively. Numbers
for LZ are the “goal” values extracted from Reference [J.Dobson, 2016].
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Conclusions and Outlook

• The XENON1T experiment operates in stable mode and shows very 
good data taking performance in 2017


• First physics results accepted in PRL, from 34.2 live days of data 

• Lowest background in a dark matter detector (~0.2 events/(t d keV))


• More than 155 additional live days of (blinded) science data on disk, 
new results expected for early next year


• Upgrade on critical path, with XENONnT proposal to LNGS submitted. 
Upgrade work on site at LNGS to start in late 2018


• Stay tuned for a wealth of interesting physics results from Science 
Run 1 and beyond!
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